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I ME AUR MAIN Movie Preview

Film is next John Abraham release after "Jhootha Hi Sahi" in romantic role. Film will find it really
tough to work at box office. Film has good songs which will work in favor of the film but a good
content will only change the fortune of the film.

"I Me Aur Main" is an upcoming Hindi film starring John Abraham who plays the role of Ishaana charismatic, good-looking music producer from Mumbai. He lives a sheltered existence, is the
centre of his life, the apple of his mother's (Zarina Wahab) eye, always protected by his elder
sister Shivani (Mini Mathur) and stays at his girlfriend Anushka's (Chitrangda Singh's) house.
He takes them all for granted! One day his life falls apart like a house of cards. At this point, his
new neighbour Gauri (Prachi Desai) comes into his life and from her he learns the importance of
relationships. He starts taking initiatives towards mending and maintaining his past
relationships. Ishaan begins to truly fall in love with Gauri. There comes a point when he has to
make a choice between his love that made him a better person or being a better person by
taking responsibility of the actions he has done in the past.

Music: Rating: 3.5/5 Overall album is a fresh one and songs do have potential to linger on
charts if film's hits the bulls eye but one chartbuster song is missing which is required for such a
romantic film, remember "Cocktail". Hope film's fortune will lift the album too.
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Critical Response: Film will open to below average reviews as John Abraham does not go
down well as an actor that too as romantic hero. Film will have to fight with other release 'The
Attacks Of 26/11" and last week's release "Kai Po Che". Film will need positive reviews badly in
order to make an impact at box office.

Final Verdict:

Film is next John Abraham release after "Jhootha Hi Sahi" in romantic role. Film will find it really
tough to work at box office. Film has good songs which will work in favor of the film but a good
content will only change the fortune of the film.

Hope John finds that elusive solo hit!
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